Pain level of 7/10

VP location preventing ankle surgery for arthritis

7 week gap to resolve the condition

3 treatments of 10W for 5 seconds

Pain resolved completely within 2-3 weeks*

BEFORE TREATMENT

- Pain level of 7/10
- VP location preventing ankle surgery for arthritis
- 7 week gap to resolve the condition
- 3 treatments of 10W for 5 seconds
- Pain resolved completely within 2-3 weeks*

AFTER 4 WEEKS
(4 weeks after 1st treatment)

AFTER 6 WEEKS
(2 weeks after 2nd treatment)

AFTER 6 MONTHS
(18 weeks after 3rd treatment)

BEFORE & AFTER TREATMENT

For more information visit www.treatwithswift.com or speak to your Podiatrist today

*clinical study results submitted for publication, please see www.treatwithswift.com for details
Infected tissue can exist several millimetres below the surface and can often be difficult to treat using traditional methods, resulting in either untreated tissue or significant damage.

Microwave energy is widely used in a number of medical fields to elevate tissue temperatures and create precise, localised cell destruction.

Microwave energy is widely used in a number of medical fields to elevate tissue temperatures and create precise, localised cell destruction.

Infected tissue can exist several millimetres below the surface and can often be difficult to treat using traditional methods, resulting in either untreated tissue or significant damage.

Swift delivers a precise, highly controlled energy dose. As microwaves travel into the tissue, water molecules begin colliding and creating localised heat energy – quickly destroying all infected tissue within a predetermined depth.

In just seconds the treatment is complete, leaving the body to absorb and replace the treated tissue.

For more information visit www.treatwithswift.com or speak to your Podiatrist today.